We regularly feature important articles on schools and programs serving military students on our website. One of our featured resources is the website Military1Click.com, which serves as a hub of information for military spouses and families. In 2011, the website was created with the mission of unifying the experiences of military families. Jennifer Ionata and Kristi Milne are the founders of this website. In 2012, they published two humorous "top 10" lists on the website, one of which was "Jen's Top Ten PCS (Permanent Change of Station) Stories." The lists were well-received and helped to bring awareness to the challenges faced by military families. In addition to the website, Jennifer and Kristi also offer to create "link libraries" for military families. Their website is a valuable resource for military families, offering support and guidance through the challenges of military life. They are also encouraging military families to share their stories and experiences on the website, creating a community of support and understanding. In addition to their website, Jennifer and Kristi also provide consulting services and speak at conferences to help military families. Their website is a testament to their commitment to helping military families navigate the challenges of military life.